Computation of digitally reconstructed radiographs for use in radiotherapy treatment design.
The increasing use of 3-dimensional radiotherapy treatment design has created greater reliance on methods for computing images from CT data which correspond to the conventional simulation film. These images, known as computed or digitally reconstructed radiographs, serve as reference images for verification of computer-designed treatments. Used with software that registers graphic overlays of target and anatomic structures, digitally reconstructed radiographs are also valuable tools for designing portal shape. We have developed radiograph reconstruction software that takes full advantage of the contrast and spatial detail inherent in the original CT data. This goal has been achieved by using a ray casting algorithm which explicitly takes into account every intersected voxel, and a heuristic approach for approximating the images that would result from purely photoelectric or Compton interactions. The software also offers utilities to superimpose outlines of anatomic structures, field edges, beam crosshairs, and linear scales on digitally reconstructed radiographs. The pixel size of the computed image can be controlled, and several methods of interslice interpolation are offered. The software is written in modular format in the C language, and can stand alone or interface with other treatment planning software.